The University of Bonn is an internationally oriented research institution covering a broad range of disciplines.
It has 200 years of history, about 38,000 students, more than 6,000 employees and is renowned in Germany and
abroad. It ranks among the most eminent German universities and has been awarded the predicate of excellency
– University of Excellence.
The Section of Intercultural Communication and Multilingualism Studies is highly engaged in the research areas
of multilingualism and intercultural communication. It offers two bachelor’s degree programmes: Language and
Communication in the Global Media Society (Sprache und Kommunikation in der globalisierten
Mediengesellschaft, short SKGM) and German as a Second and Foreign Language (Deutsch als Zweit- und
Fremdsprache, short DaZ/DaF). In addition, it contributes to the interdisciplinary master’s degree programmes
of Linguistics (Linguistik).
The Section of Intercultural Communication and Multilingualism Studies with Center for Language Learning at
the Department of Language, Media Studies, and Musicology is hiring for 8 hours per week a

Student Assistant or Graduate Student Assistant
(Studentische or Wissenschaftliche Hilfskraft, short SHK/WHF)
(m/f/d)
The position is to be filled as soon as possible on a fixed-term basis and is initially limited until Dec, 31 2022.
Your tasks:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Your profile:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We offer:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Copyediting manuscripts (research work in sociolinguistics/linguistic
anthropology in English),
checking grammar, spelling and style,
checking translations of German data in English,
checking bibliography entries,
primarily in support of an ongoing dissertation project,
feedback on analyses/content is welcome.
You are a student or graduate student at a German university (required),
ideally/potentially in the field of language studies (linguistics/literature),
anthropology, sociology or related (preferred),
you have an excellent command of English, especially in writing, with an eye for
formal correctness, textual adequacy, style and expressiveness (required),
you are an open-minded reader willing to engage with ethnographic texts,
you have a good command of German (preferred),
you have some experience with transcribed audio data (preferably GAT or
similar) (preferred),
you have (basic) user skills in LaTeX (preferred).
A basic command (or higher) of (written) Arabic, Farsi, Dari and/or Pashto is
welcome, but not required.
Manyfold and engaging work tasks,
a welcoming workplace at one of the most important employers in the region,
insertion in a young, dynamic and research-oriented team,
flexible working hours,
participation in University Sports (Hochschulsport),
an excellent connection to public transport.

If you are interested in this position, please send your application documents in a single PDF document (a
motivation letter of max. 2 pages, CV, transcript of records) no later than May 19, 2022 via email to
j.hassemer@uni-bonn.de.
For any questions or queries please contact Jonas Hassemer, MA (he/him; j.hassemer@uni-bonn.de). The
University of Bonn does not cover travelling expenses.
By submitting your application, you agree to the temporary storage and processing of your personal data in the
course of the application process.

